The world view programmed into the majority of the population does not show what supports it.
Let’s look at what is supporting the “ivory tower”.
Blissfully ignorant – Does not
Clothing -

cheap clothes produced
by textile industry. Most clothes
produced in sweatshop conditions.
Workers receive low wages, work long
hours, if injured do not get medical care,
are economic slaves.

know what is happening to support their
ivory tower and does not want to know
because it would completely destroy their
comfortable self image as wonderful people.
Spends their time watching “American Idol”
and happy living in the myth of “we are
better”. To be better, someone else must be
worse. In this case worse off. Worse off
is economic slavery, poverty, disease, and
death.

Meat – Most meat comes from commercial
farms and processing facilities. Animals are kept
in cages, feed antibiotics and a mixture of
nutrients and reprocessed animal products. The
waste from these farms is pumped unprocessed
out into the landscape. When the animals are
slaughtered, many times they are not dead and are
cut up while still alive and conscious. Workers
in this industry are low wage economic slaves.
Worker injury rates are high and are not reported.

Economic slaves – “Service class” Conquest of areas by the military and exploitation of
locals as cheap labor. Low wage workers are
required to produce cheap goods. Servants and slaves
have new names like “low wage workers” and “the
poor”.

Fuel – Oil is the most important resource powering
modern society. In all oil producing nations, the local
native populations were destroyed and their land stolen so
that corporations could extract the oil for profit.
Oil is
extracted by corporations who, in conjunction with local and
foreign governments, channel the profits to the elites, some
in the country where the oil is extracted, some foreign. Oil
extraction and processing causes massive pollution but this
is covered up by the corporate controlled media.

Electricity – Primarily from coal fired and
nuclear plants. Both resources stolen from native
peoples. Both producing toxic waste. Coal pollutes the
air. Nuclear power creates radioactive pollution and the
radioactive waste is used in weapons. I.e. U-238
uranium.

Human Waste –

The waste is
“processed” in some cases, and is not processed in
others. Either way the waste is released into local
waterways and into the ocean.

Trash – There are billion of tons of garbage produced
which is sent to landfills or dumped into the ocean.

Security – The economic slaves are held in bondage by cultural
programming, economic slavery, the police, and the military. Keep
those who are being exploited out of the ivory tower. Use the military
to destroy any country where the people try to create a government that
will prevent the elites ( via corporations ) to steal their resources and
exploit the people. Use the police and legal system to control those
people whose lives are destroyed by poverty and who degenerate into
drug abuse, alcoholism, violence, thievery, prostitution.

Depletion of species – Many
species are hunted or harvested or fished to
extinction to support this individual’s
lifestyle. For food in the case of the ocean.
For luxury clothing in the case of furs.
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